LANDSCAPE DESIGN REPORT- KARAKA NORTH VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT.
1. Introduction
This report was prepared by m/s Greenwood Associates for the purpose of providing design support for the proposed landscape master plan of Karaka North Village, specifically in relation to meeting the
following objectives of the Auckland Council Karaka North Precinct Plan (I417), (note: our emphasis);
I417.2. Objectives
(2) A rural village settlement is achieved through a redistribution of density that is
reminiscent of historic rural New Zealand village settlement patterns, whereby the
overriding pattern is non-uniformity, and retention of rural amenity and rural
character.
(3) Rural village amenity is achieved by providing a hierarchy of open space,
retention of rural buildings where possible, pedestrian and cycle trails and tree
lined streets and lanes that draw on the rural character of the surrounding area.
The structure of this report will be as follows;
•
•
•

Defining rural character and rural amenity
Defining the New Zealand village (with regards to rural character and rural amenity) and how this will define a landscape design philosophy to be applied to Karaka North Village
A design statement outlining the practical application of the defined landscape philosophy to the site through design responses.

Note that this report is to be read in conjunction with the overall master plan prepared by m/s Urbanism + and the landscape master plan prepared by m/s Greenwood Associates (GA)

2. Executive Summary
A landscape design philosophy has been derived from assessment of the wider rural district, comprising patterns and features that represent its rural character and amenity values. Greenwood Associates have
defined features which typically identify a New Zealand rural village settlement in order to represent those elements in the landscape and ensure the underlying framework of the existing farm is maintained and
enhanced by preserving its most prominent visual features and rural character elements.
The Karaka North precinct emphasizes the importance of maintaining Rural Character to the western edge and Rural Amenity within the eastern pastoral flats. Our design philosophy encompasses these principles
while introducing elements, both vegetative and structural, that maintain the farm character and amenity, and provide a living environment for future residents that provides freedom of movement and allows
access to a working farm whilst protecting and enhancing the site’s natural resources.
The process of the landscape approach to Karaka North Village can be defined in three stages;
Stage One –Defining rural character and rural amenity
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Stage Two –Define the design criteria of the site through identification of landscape character and amenity values
Stage Three - Application of design criteria to the Karaka North Village site

3. Stage One – Defining rural character and rural amenity
Rural character describes peoples visual or cogitative perceptions of both natural and developed landscapes, rural character is also synonymous to a “sense of place” and represents an attitude concerning ones
environs. In short, rural character describes what peoples visual expectations are of a rural landscape. Examples of these that are commonly sighted in both domestic and international discourse include;
•
•
•

Large open spaces
Strong geometric planting forms
Rolling, incising landforms

Rural amenity describes the activities and functions that take place within a rural environment that describe peoples visual or cogitative perceptions of activities that occur within areas that are defined as having
rural character. In short, rural amenity describes what peoples visual expectations of activity and function take place/are present in an environment identified as having rural character.
•
•
•
•

Presence of stock with large open spaces
Presence of ancillary farm buildings (barns, sheds)
Presence of wire and wooden fences dividing up larger portions of land
Gravelled tracks and roads

International study results (refer https://doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2006.09.007) show that density is less important in an individual's perceptions of rural character than are the concepts of community, livelihood, and
signs of development and change. Although perceptions of rural character can vary from setting to setting, the findings suggest the need to factor in the perspectives of local players. The following factors greatly
assist in maintaining rural character: (1) protecting property in natural resource uses such as farming or forestry, (2) using design guidelines that match traditional lot sizes and building materials.
These two factors have been addressed in the design response (discussed in greater detail in section 5 of this document) through (1) maintaining larger lots on the western edge with transparent rural vernacular
fencing, (2) maintaining open space along the western edge.
It should be noted that rural character and rural amenity values are not mutually exclusive and certain physical elements may be considered both defining aspects of rural character and rural amenity.

4. Stage Two – Define the design criteria of the site through identification of landscape character and amenity values
The process of defining rural amenity and rural character with a view to defining a landscape design philosophy to be applied to Karaka North Village utilizes the following steps;
•
•
•
•

Identify wider rural landscape character through assessment of wider environment
Identify site rural character
Identify site rural amenity
Define the New Zealand rural village
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Identify local rural landscape character through assessment of wider environment
Figure 1 below provides an assessment of the wider environment towards a definition of rural landscape character;

Figure 1: Defining landscape character through wider environment site assessment

As per the figure above the following define the major landscape elements in this rural setting, and thus would inform people’s perceptions of what would constitute a rural environment in a wider, local context;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Irregular patterns within the landscape of pastoral land plots
Fingers of riparian vegetation crossing over the modified landscape
Hedgerows and shelterbelts
Individual exotic trees and stands of tree groves.
Organically shaped fragments of native vegetation
Connecting gravel laneways and stock routes
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Utilising a higher level view the above underline some key components of rural landscape character within a wider, local context;
• Strong geometric forms created through planting and paddock division
• Natural organically shaped vegetation overlaying a strong geometric framework
Identify site rural character
Utilising the wider criteria, the following elements define the rural character within the site;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large expanses of open pastoral land
Combination of exotic and native vegetation in organic and geometric patterns
Organically shaped vegetation at waterways
Rectilinear exotic vegetation across pastoral landscape (hedge rows)
Rolling and incised terrain towards western riparian margin, flatter plains in eastern portion of the site
Larger exotic standalone trees of varying quality (typically macrocarpa and pine)
Varied ancillary farm buildings / sheds and farmhouses

Figure 2: Clockwise from top Left; Organically shaped vegetation at waterways, Vegetation in geometric patterns, Ancillary farm buildings, Rolling incised terrain
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Identify site rural amenity
The following built and imported/modified elements and activities define rural amenity within the site, note that some elements are also critical to the rural character of the site;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pastured landcover
Modified natural drainage patterns
Organically shaped vegetation at waterways
Rectilinear patterns of field enclosure created utilizing wooden and wire fencing with hedging
Stock movement paths linking the site
Strong definition between rural activity and natural processes (i.e.: boundary between stock paddocks and riparian zones)
Varied ancillary farm buildings / sheds and farmhouses

Figure 3: Clockwise from top Left; Stock movement paths, Fencing creating rectilinear patterns of field enclosure, Wooden fence with Organically shaped vegetation at waterway, Wire fencing at pastoral and vegetation boundary
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Define the New Zealand rural village
When compared to their European counterparts, New Zealand villages feature a greater degree of non-uniformity in terms of the appearance of built form and general arrangement of the public realm, this is in
part due to their, (in historic terms), recent establishment.
The lack of uniformity also extends to the position of buildings, which are often placed at different points within their individual plots rather than in a uniform manner within the streetscape. Another unique
characteristic of the New Zealand village, in comparison to their European counterparts, is the relatively large verges either side of the roadway, which lead to a variety of roadside planting ranging from dense
planting at some frontages with lighter planting at others.
New Zealand villages often demonstrate a lack of formal, defined enclosure with low-level fences often present and on occasion no fences. This is especially prevalent when residences back onto areas of public
land.
Another key feature of New Zealand villages and the rural environment in general is the ‘freedom of movement’ for non-vehicular traffic when compared to corresponding urban environments. Whereas in urban
environments movement is generally restricted to pre-determined walkways (footpaths, alleyways etc..), in rural areas movement can often be through non-defined areas such as open paddocks, along the
margins of waterways or on grass verges, where walkways may or may not be defined.
For larger villages the above is true for the majority of the village but often a formal core is maintained at the commercial centre of the village, with ordered planting and formal open space arrangements, often
with a piece of public art or monument as the focal point.
Considering the above the following can be surmised as defining the character of the New Zealand rural village;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visual difference in the built form along the streetscapes (both in colour and sizes)
No ‘hard’ uniform planting strategy along the streetscapes
No ‘hard’ uniform layout planning to the position of buildings within their individual plots (no modules)
Open fencing or no fencing along the boundaries.
Movement through non-defined pedestrian corridors
A formally organized core at the commercial centre

Figure 4: Left to right; Rural property with front low-level fencing and large setback, Rural street with no defined movement corridor, Rural street with large verge and varied street planting layout

Defining the landscape design philosophy
The key from a design perspective, to achieving this in a way that does not become derivative and, in a sense, a ‘faux-rural environment’ is to provide an overarching philosophy that allows for flexibility in its
application to truly achieve a degree of non-uniformity within the development. When considering the NZ rural village definition it is important to recognize whether it is a village reliant on urban development with
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commuting residents or at the other end of the scale, one which is more remote and relies on local rural employment and facilities. (refer http://archive.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/Maps_and_geography/Geographicareas/urban-rural-profile/defining-urban-rural-nz.aspx#gsc.tab=0)

In the case of Karaka North Village urban sprawl can be observed spreading outwards from state highway 1 with this village becoming a satellite community within a rural landscape yet relying on urban facilities
nearby. This distinction is outlined in the statistics NZ definition of a rural area and is pertinent to Karaka North Village in that its definition must be considered to be a satellite urban community with strong links to
main urban centres. This will shape the character of the village and design to encourage employment for residents within the village with the understanding that many residents will be employed in nearby main
centres (developed urban areas) and commute. Understanding the above informs the design of streets, spaces and expectation of what a satellite rural village, reliant on outside developed urban centres, will
become.
Landscape Design Philosophy
The initial step to defining a landscape design philosophy is determining which existing elements are to be retained (where possible) or recreated, that will preserve the earlier identified elements that define both
character and amenity of the site;

Figure 5: Existing elements to be retained (where possible) or recreated to maintain character and amenity values
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In conjunction with the above, the following design principles are to be implemented to ensure that the developed site retains character and amenity values that allow it to maintain its place within the wider rural
fabric.
•
•
•
•
•

Freedom of movement through open spaces of the site
Fencing typologies that define rural character (post and rail, post and wire)
No sudden transformation between open rural, lower density areas and the more formal, urbanized commercial core
Definition of an open space hierarchy to allow for a working farm and a liveable rural village
Allowance within design for traffic movement at peak commuting times (as a satellite rural village).

5. Stage Three – Application of design criteria to the Karaka North Village site
The following outlines how the design criteria have been practically applied to the site (to be read in conjunction with the landscape master plan);
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fencing restricted to post and wire, post and rail and timber screens
Private lots bordering open space restricted to post and wire, post and rail and hedges
Open space planting limited to trees planted as single specimens or organically arranged groves
Movement network through open space utilizing posts to organize movement but allow for freedom of movement
Incorporation of water body areas into movement network
Utilization of existing stock movement paths for both pedestrian movement and stock movement
Ensuring open space both amenity and rural character are interwoven with large stocked paddocks throughout, to ensure a working farm is maintained
Street planting in lower density residential areas randomly organized
Street planting in higher density residential areas formally organized

An open space hierarchy has been created which defines open space use and allows for a variety of uses. The hierarchy of spaces and their uses maintain the farm character and amenity, provide a living
environment for future residents that promotes freedom of movement and allows access to a working farm whilst protecting and enhancing the sites natural resources.
•

Rural character open space - also defined as the ‘western edge’ is a sloped area that acts as a ‘landscape frame’ for the village and defines rural character through bordering with an organically shaped natural
feature, rolling incising landforms, open trails promoting freedom of movement, bordering private spaces with hedges/open fences and the presence of livestock housed in rectilinear enclosed paddocks.
Although there will be increased human interaction to the open spaces than expected in a typical farm the rural character area will maintain its character by ensuring the elements, like post, wire and batten
fences and hedges, that currently exist and would be expected in local farm paddocks will be present and enhanced and/or maintained.

•

Wetland/Storm water open space – an area at the centre of the site defined by a central gully sloping towards an established waterway with a large, organically shaped block of vegetation, stock is
intermittently located in this area with freedom of movement through the site and the waterways activated through boardwalks, this open space links the rural character and rural amenity areas.

•

Rural amenity open space – an open flat area divided into two portions, the smaller western portion that features denser tree planting, resembling an open forest that is utilized as an informal recreational
zone, an informal pedestrian north-south movement corridor and the larger eastern portion that features sporadic tree planting and open pastoral spaces that will be utilized by grazing stock or as an area for
more organized recreational activities. In terms of community interaction and visual treatments there is little difference between this area and the rural character area with the exception that the rural
character area has a less manicured feel and less formality in terms of movement pathways whereas the amenity area has an expectation of greater usage being closer to the higher density housing. To this
end, pathways through the amenity area will have more robust surfaces and there will be more direct straight routes crisscrossing the paddocks. Fencing will become more aesthetic in terms of material and
design and tree planting will have a greater level of detail in terms of stock guards and staking methods. Overall the amenity area will look and feel somewhat more manicured and user friendly than the rural
character area while ensuring that a rural ‘feel” is maintained.

•

Neighbourhood open space – traditional parks with more organized activities, providing recreational amenity to residents of higher density areas.

•

Commercial and market open space – a space defining the commercial core and heart of the village. Formalised space with high use materials and visitor amenities.
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The Karaka North Masterplan provides the following areas;
•
•
•
•

Rural Character Area – Farmland fenced for grazing / recreation
Rural Amenity Area – Farmland fenced for grazing / recreation
Biodiversity/Stormwater/Grazing Areas
Dwelling Areas (Categorised by section size and density; Medium density: 1=180m2 + / 2=300m2 +, Standalone Houses: 3=400m2 + / 4=600m2 + and Lifestyle Dwellings: 5=1300m2+ )

The following outlines how the design criteria outlined above are applied within each area.
Rural Character Area
There are three designations of Dwelling Areas surrounding the Rural Character Area, with standalone houses, which are located adjacent to the proposed streets and the larger lifestyle plots which are located with
their shorter boundaries parallel to the Whangamaire stream. The smaller scale medium density plots (category 2 – 300m2+) are interspersed in small numbers adjacent to larger lifestyle plots (refer masterplan for
further information).
The lifestyle plots are orientated and arranged in such a manner that they do not preclude any movement through the open areas (Rural character open space as defined above) adjacent to Whangamaire stream,
and although the intent is to have livestock grazing in this area, the general public will still be able to move freely through this area. This movement is further facilitated by the cul-de sac within the northern most
group of lifestyle plots that open to the pastoral landscape and the parking bays that will be provided at the north boundary of the lifestyle properties.
The boundary between the Rural Character Area and Dwellings Areas is proposed to be managed by a set of guidelines limiting fencing to light weight options consisting of wire, post and batten or post and rail. It
would be encouraged that residents break up their fence lines with tree planting in randomly aligned groves with a mixture of both native and exotic species to establish a planting signature for the site that matches
the underlying character of those found in the majority of residential rural communities in New Zealand.
Building platforms would be staggered within lifestyle plots and where possible for Standalone House plots, ensure that erected structures do not form a uniform line within adjacent plots. It would be envisaged
that any domestic food production activities within the lifestyle properties (such as private vegetable gardens and fruit trees) be kept closer to the dwellings and away from the boundaries adjacent to Whangamaire
stream to ensure a transition from residential private plots to pastoral landscapes. The position of these plots will ensure that when viewed from Linwood Road the buildings will fit sympathetically within the rolling
pastoral landscape.
For Standalone House plots fencing at the front boundary (if any) will be limited with low-level hedging or groves of trees being used to define the public-private boundary, with post and rail fencing to provide visual
permeability whilst preserving character and amenity values.
For streetscapes in these areas non-uniformity would extend to street trees with no one consistent species being planted, and a variety of exotic and native species installed. Spacing along the street would be varied
so as to not form any sort of spacing ‘module’ that would be found in urban areas. Additionally, the position of trees within the roadside verges would be staggered (in a similar fashion to building platforms) to
further reinforce the non-uniformity of the area.
Rural Amenity Area
The rural amenity area features an increase in housing density from the rural character area, with smaller plot sizes of 300m2+ and 400m2+ bordering the area, the majority of this rural amenity area is bordered by
the main vehicular corridors of the space and serves as a key transition corridor linking the north and south areas of the site and providing a link to the village centre.
A feature of this area is the pastoral open space that informally links the two main entrance roads and the existing treed avenues from Dyke Road. The large area of open space located between the two avenues is
split into two sections, the easterly section which is a continuation of pastoral, grazing landscape (from the rural character area) and the smaller western section which forms a more traditional parkland with
fragments of exotic and native forest/planting that form an important part of the rural fabric and areas of manicured lawn bed for informal recreational activities. The two sections will be separated by stock fencing
and geometrically shaped planting beds (hedges, tall shrub beds).
It is proposed that the grazing area can be crossed and accessed by pedestrians from the public realm via a series of gates and stiles.
The properties that border the open space area where grazing will be present will fence their properties with a low-height post and rail fence.
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Biodiversity / Stormwater / Grazing Areas
The biodiversity/stormwater/grazing area is an expanse of open space that serves as a link between the rural character and rural amenity areas. Visually the areas share a number of features with the adjoining rural
character and rural amenity areas, in that it features open pastoral areas and rolling landforms. Where this area differs from the rural character and rural amenity areas is the presence of the existing pond at its
centre, which in turn is surrounded by a large stand of exotic vegetation. The landforms in this area also feature more dramatic slopes than the areas either side and form an intermittent / permanent stream during
the wetter months. Whilst this area will be grazed, the grazing will be limited when compared to the rural character and amenity areas.
The area features both Medium Density and Standalone Housing at its edges, the treatment of these edges would be as per those outlined for the rural character and rural amenity areas above. The area serves as a
link between the rural amenity and rural character areas with paths/trails crossing in both an east-west and north-south direction.
Dwelling Areas
The dwelling areas of the site are split into five distinct areas which are defined by section/lot size;
•
•
•
•
•

Area 1 – Section Size 180m2+
Area 2 – Section Size 300m2+
Area 3 – Section Size 400m2+
Area 4 – Section Size 600m2+
Area 5 – Section Size 1300m2+

The general trend of the overall site is that dwelling areas increase in density when moving from west to east, specifically when moving from the rural character area to the village centre. In essence, the underlying
residential fabric shifts from a more rural vernacular to an urban one.
The treatment of streetscape treatments within these residential areas is intended to fit this changing vernacular, in the lower density ‘rural’ areas, streetscape planting would feature no discernible pattern with
varied tree species, as is typical of the non-uniformity of New Zealand rural villages. Moving towards the village centre streetscape modulization becomes more formalised, eventually culminating in a formalised
avenue street planting layout. This approach will also be utilised for front yard planting (i.e.: planting visible from the public realm of streetscape) and will be controlled through the use of design guidelines.
Fencing treatments will remain consistent throughout the overall site with hedging and post and rail fences being utilised throughout the overall site in addition to some properties not featuring fencing. Keeping the
same treatment across the site provides a linking element to strengthen the underlying rural character of the site.

6. Case study: Application of design criteria to the western edge
The sloping western portion of the site falls within the above identified rural character area and forms the area of rural character open space of the open space network outlined in section 5 above. As per the
defined design criteria the objectives most pertinent to this area are;
•
•
•
•

Fencing restricted to post and wire, post and rail and timber screens
Private lots bordering open space restricted to post and wire, post and rail and hedges
Open space planting limited to trees planted as single specimens or organically arranged groves dotted through the open landscape
Utilization of existing stock movement paths for both pedestrian movement and stock movement

Therefore retaining the rural character would firstly entail retention/enhancement of the following existing site features of the western edge;
•
•
•

Native vegetation of the Esplanade and Significant Ecological Areas adjacent to Whangamaire stream.
Stock fencing
Rolling landforms
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Retention and enhancement of rural character is not to be limited to those perceptions from solely within the site itself. The appearance of the site within the wider rural area must be considered, along with the
position of the western edge within the rolling landscape and its prominence when viewed from vehicles approaching from the west on Linwood Road.
Therefore any design solution must incorporate measures that preserve the practical (amenity) and visual/cogitative aspects of rural character within the site and maintaining the visual/cogitative qualities from
outside of the site.
As identified earlier in section 4 retaining freedom of pedestrian movement is a key plank of the landscape design philosophy for the site and as per above visual integration of the site (which will feature a
measurable increase in built form from what is currently present) is key to maintaining the wider visual/cogitative perception of rural character. Therefore, the best design response would be to utilise large,
predominantly exotic trees (with a mix of native trees) for screening. The inclusion of strong geometric forms typical of the district (i.e.: shelter belts) are an important part of the rural fabric. However, their
presence would severely limit the freedom of movement through this area of the site, therefore a considered design solution for this area would be to provide standalone trees in a randomly organised, nonpatterned layout (another key component of the rural fabric), positioned to allow for freedom of pedestrian movement whilst screening the proposed built form of the residential plots. A geometrically shaped tree
arrangement at the area adjacent to Linwood Road would be adopted.
The above design solution therefore maintains and enhances the rural character from both within and outside of the wider site by utilising and enhancing the following natural and manufactured elements.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong linear planting along the road boundary
Preservation of the rolling terrain
Preservation of the fragmented native and exotic vegetation adjacent to Whangamaire stream
Large standalone trees punctuating the terrain
Fencing providing rectilinear enclosure within the wider rolling landforms
Freedom of movement through the site promoted through crossing points at fences and by utilising standalone trees on the western edge

The left side image below shows the current situation which provides the visual and cogitative baseline for the ‘rural character’ of both the site and wider area. The right-side image below shows the proposed
situation utilising standalone trees and shelter belts to incorporate the increased built form into the rural vernacular of the wider area utilising the defined landscape design philosophy and design criteria. (Refer to
landscape masterplan set for proposed layout of trees, fences, stiles and gates in this area). The balance of open space and trees buffering the built form is crucial to maintaining rural character. Open space must be
maintained along the western edge and to this end trees have been grouped more towards the boundaries of residential sections bordering the western paddocks to blur the line between private land and paddocks
whilst performing a screening function. The western quadrants of these blocks will remain as grassed space (through design controls) to increase the perception of open paddock to the western edge. Overall the
rural character will be maintained through considered positioning of trees to ensure those experiencing the rural character open space within the site and those viewing from Linwood Road experience a sense of
openness punctuated by trees and native riparian bush indiscernible from the neighbouring farmlands, thus creating a seamless visual flow.
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Figure 6: Application of design criteria to the western edge of the site

7. Conclusion
Rural character and amenity are defined by a series of visual and cogitative factors that drive the perception of what a rural area should be and what defines it as being different from an urban area. This not only
refers to traditional farm areas but also what constitutes a New Zealand Rural Village. Greenwood Associates has worked to define a landscape design philosophy that has led to a series of design criteria that will
successfully integrate the proposed residential development and its accompanying built form into the wider rural vernacular. The criteria have also produced a level of amenity that will contribute to the
visual/cogitative perceptions within the site that will ensure that the prevailing wider sense of rural character is maintained at both a macro and micro level within the site and as perceived from outside the site.
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